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 In the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Amen.
In Britain we speak of ‘carrying coals to Newcastle’ as a way of describing a pointless act.
Coal used to be the main product exported from Newcastle upon Tyne, so there wouldn’t be
much point in shipping it there. Wikipedia, that great research tool used in all the best
universities – at least by undergraduates with an essay crisis looming – claims that in the
eighteenth century an American entrepreneur, Timothy Dexter, succeeded in defying the
idiom. Widely regarded as a buffoon, he was persuaded by rival merchants to sail a shipment
of coal to Newcastle. They were plotting to ruin him, but he ended up with a large profit,
because his cargo arrived during a miners’ strike which had crippled local production. That
American precedent has emboldened me to attempt a similar feat today, and carry coals to
Newcastle – or Nashotah – by speaking to you about something for which you are already
renowned: living with difference as members of Christ’s body the Church.
When I visited eighteen months ago, I was impressed and indeed moved by the way in which
you do that. And when I look at the breadth of those gathered here today, I am similarly
impressed. Where else could I find such a range of American Anglicans worshipping
together? Back in England we have looked across to America with amazement and dismay at
a once great church literally tearing itself apart. We enjoy ties of friendship and affection with
people who have found themselves on both sides of the divide within the Episcopal Church
and also the divide between it and those faithful Anglicans that it has not succeeded in
retaining within its fellowship. Many of us want to remain in good fellowship with all parties
to the divorces. The news we received was of litigation and acrimony. Yet here at Nashotah I
found seminarians and priests of the Episcopal Church, the Anglican Church and indeed other
jurisdictions living and worshipping together, and doing so, as far as I could tell, with joy,
mutual forbearance and a healthy dose of common sense. And I found female seminarians
and seminarians who were unable to endorse women’s ordination living graciously together.
Much is said today about the need for ‘inclusion’. Here, it seemed to me, was real inclusion
and, I imagine, really costly inclusion. In this, as in much else, you are a model that the
Episcopal Church and the Anglican Communion would do well to imitate.
Your example inspires me to tell you something of our efforts in England to live with our
differences over the ordination of women to the priesthood. This is neither the time nor the
place to set out my own views on that issue. My aim in the first part of this Commencement
Address is simply, as an exercise in contemporary history, to explain what happened and
offer some reflections upon it. Secondly, I’ll comment more briefly on where we are now,
and then finally I’ll say something more general – and more sermon-like – about living with
difference in the Church.
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The General Synod of the Church of England, of which I was until Easter the Clerk, is
elected for a five-year term. It meets two and sometimes even three times a year. So it can
become, to a significant extent, a company of Christians who are ‘together on the way’
(which is, of course, what the word ‘synod’ means). The Synod normally convenes as a
single assembly. That enables the archbishops and other bishops to offer leadership in the
debates (though their leadership isn’t always followed). Legislation is debated and revised in
a process of reflection and ideally refinement that can extend over two years – three or four,
if it requires the assent of a majority of the dioceses before it can be finally approved. If the
process works well, the resulting text is mature and reflects a degree of consensus at least
about how the thing should be done, though not necessarily, of course, about whether it
should be done at all.
I would say that was true of the Women Priests legislation that was finally approved on 11
November 1992. The turning point came at the Revision Stage in full Synod. The Measure
(as we call church statutes) enables the laity in a parish to pass legally binding resolutions
saying that only men can be the parish priest or exercise priestly ministry in the parish. The
Revision Committee had inserted a ‘sunset clause’ putting a time-limit of 20 years on those
safeguards. When the Measure was revised in full Synod, the Steering Committee proposed
that it be dropped. They believed that women priests would ‘gradually but firmly gain
acceptance’ and that ‘the safeguards… would then increasingly fall into disuse’1 (something
that hasn’t happened yet). After two speeches for the time-limit and one against, the
Archbishop of York, John Habgood – a conservative liberal more interested in the unity of
the Church than in political agendas – intervened. He said,
‘It is quite clear that, rightly or wrongly, this [time limit] is perceived as a threat. One
of the tasks of going on together and making sure that we retain the
comprehensiveness of the Church of England will be to win the confidence of those
young people who are looking forward to ordination in all traditions and to help them
to see that for their ministry there is a possibility of carrying this through in the style
and with the sort of commitment that they have.’2
The Synod took his advice and removed the time-limit. That marked the beginning of a
concern to assure traditional catholics and conservative evangelicals of a permanent place in
the Church of England. It was crucial to our living together: those who feel under notice to
quit are not going to engage positively and joyfully with those who intend to evict them. It
was probably also crucial in ensuring that the Measure passed. Had two members of the
House of Laity voted differently, it would not have gained the necessary two-thirds majority
in that House. That point is overlooked by those who now call for the safeguards to be
repealed but not the change whose approval they made possible.
After Final Approval, attention was focused on working out a way of living together that
would limit the number who would leave and provide more fully for those who would stay. A
start was made by the House of Bishops, meeting in Manchester with the rest of the bishops,
in January 1993. When a statement was finally agreed unanimously, many of the bishops
were in tears and began singing a hymn. It was one of those moments when there is an almost
pentecostal experience of the Spirit bestowing his gift of unity. The statement commented:
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‘We believe that the Anglican ethos and tradition, which has been developed under
God through our experience and history, gives us particular resources for living
through our present disagreements and uncertainties, and doing so together…
Although we have different interpretations, views and practices, we maintain a shared
commitment to belong together and to serve God together. It is this developed
practice and experience which gives us the basis for facing the reality of living with
our differing convictions and with the necessary difficulties of carrying out any
particular arrangements which we work out together in order to stay together. It is no
shame to agree both to differ and to live, sometimes fearfully, together in the service
of God. Rather, it is a way of responding to God’s leading into truth, in ways which
are not yet clearly perceived by any of us.’3
That, I believe, is a wonderful exposition of the Anglican way – living with difference and
disagreement, working out pragmatically arrangements that enable us to stay together, and
accepting with due humility that none of us clearly and fully perceives the ways in which
God is leading us into truth. It is that precious Anglican ethos that has now been widely
abandoned in our Communion, and is under serious threat at home in England, but which I
discovered to be alive and well here among you.
In June 1993 the House went on to approve with only one abstention (by a bishop who was
about to retire) arrangements that were published in a document entitled ‘Bonds of Peace’, to
which was appended a draft of what became the Episcopal Ministry Act of Synod 1993. An
Act of Synod has no legal force but is morally binding, being defined as ‘the embodiment of
the will or opinion of the Church of England as expressed by the whole body of the Synod’.4
One important element of the bishops’ agreement wasn’t mentioned in the Act of Synod. The
Measure allowed diocesan bishops who were in office when it came into force to prevent
women from being ordained as priests or ministering as such in their dioceses. As many as
eight dioceses (including London) – one fifth of the total – could have had no women priests
at all, in some cases for many years. In the event, those bishops all agreed to permit women
to be ordained and to serve as priests. As ‘Bonds of Peace’ put it:
‘It will be a sign of the continuing communion of bishops and a mark of collegiality
when a diocesan bishop, who does not himself accept the ordination of women to the
priesthood, … does not prevent a woman being ordained and licensed by another
bishop to minister as priest in his diocese.’
There was a quid pro quo: ‘Bonds of Peace’ went on:
‘Similarly, it will be a mark of continuing communion when a diocesan bishop in
favour of the ordination of women to the priesthood invites a bishop who does not
accept it to minister to priests and congregations in his diocese who themselves do not
accept it.’5
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The arrangements for that were set out in the Act of Synod. Those who now call for it to be
rescinded and its provisions withdrawn omit to mention that it was one side of a bargain – a
compromise which meant that women priests were introduced in every diocese from the
outset. There was no ‘postcode lottery’, as we call it; there were no ‘no-go dioceses’. Living
together, rather than just co-existing in an armed stand-off, required costly compromise.
What is now often forgotten is that it was costly for both sides. Perhaps, when we are
thinking of living together in a divided church, we should all reflect first and foremost on
what we are prepared to give up, to sacrifice, to concede, in order to stay in fellowship. Too
commonly we all major on what we require and not on what we are prepared to give.
The Act of Synod, which is still in force, stipulates that ‘the integrity of differing beliefs and
positions concerning the ordination of women to the priesthood should be mutually
recognised and respected’. Furthermore, there is to be no discrimination against candidates
for ordination or senior appointment on the grounds of their views about this issue. Finally,
recognizing that the pastoral relationship and indeed the relationship of communion between
clergy who cannot accept the ministry of women priests, and bishops who ordain them, was
bound to be impaired, the Act of Synod made provision for appropriate episcopal ministry for
those opposed – either by existing bishops or through new Provincial Episcopal Visitors, who
would also act as ombudsmen and spokesmen. Their position rests on the fact that each
archbishop has metropolitical jurisdiction throughout his province. They are suffragans of
their Archbishop, appointed by and accountable to him; they minister with his authority.
The Act of Synod was, of course, pragmatic and pastoral, but I don’t want to leave the
impression that it was unprincipled. It rests on a vital ecclesiological premise. The Church of
England claims to ordain to a ministry that is universally valid. If that is so, then the ancient
canonical maxim applies: ‘quod omnes…tangit, ab omnibus comprobetur’ – that which
affects all must be approved by all. For the Church of England to change unilaterally
something that we claim to share with the whole Church challenges the self-understanding,
expressed in the Preface to our Declaration of Assent, whereby we are merely part of the one
holy catholic and apostolic Church. The justification for making such a change anyway, set
out in the Act of Synod, was not that we rejoice in our independence of and separation from
the rest of the Western Church. Rather, it was that the change we effected would be subject to
an ‘open process’ of ‘discernment in the wider Church of the rightness or otherwise of the
Church of England’s decision’. It would remain provisional until such time as it was affirmed
or indeed rejected (that’s the force of the word ‘open’) not just by a consensus within the
Church of England but by the Church Catholic. You might see that as a rather unusual
instance of English humility.
The long title of the Act of Synod says that its purpose is ‘to make provision for the
continuing diversity of opinion in the Church of England’ on the matter. My late friend Roger
Greenacre highlighted that phrase in his speech in the final Synod debate on it. To make such
provision, he argued, ‘is not a measure of generosity nor a concession but a necessary
consequence of [the Church of England’s]… self-understanding’. It was ‘our whole
understanding of the place of the Church of England within the One Holy, Catholic and
Apostolic Church of Christ’ that was at stake.
In 1998 the Lambeth Conference took up the theme of ‘reception’. Resolution III.2 called
upon the provinces of the Communion ‘to uphold the principle of “Open Reception” as it
relates to the ordination of women to the priesthood… noting that “reception is a long and
spiritual process” ’. Calls to declare that process of reception at an end not only flout a
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Lambeth Conference resolution: they also completely misunderstand what a ‘process of
reception’ is. We cannot declare the universal Church to have arrived at a consensus in favour
of something when it patently hasn’t, just because we’ve got tired of waiting.
That, then, is the basis on which we have been living together in the Church of England in the
nineteen years since the first women were ordained to the priesthood. Overall, I would say
that it has worked. Women ministered as priests in every diocese from the outset. Catholic
parishes have been able to continue their life and witness with integrity. I am not aware of
anyone being denied ordination for opposing women’s ordination. Twenty years on, God is
calling young men of traditional catholic views to the priesthood in increasing numbers. Only
the promise of no discrimination in senior appointments has not been honoured. The ministry
of the Provincial Episcopal Visitors or ‘flying bishops’ has seen downs as well as ups, but the
best of them have modelled a style of episcopacy that has been widely welcomed.
Though the settlement has worked, the sadness is that there has been an increasing separation
and even polarization. Both sides must, I think, share the blame for that. There has been
marginalization of those who adhere to traditional views, but also an element of selfmarginalization – maybe, to some extent, in response. Those who feel unwanted, excluded
and unloved have sometimes not made as much effort as they might to engage and socialize
with the rest of the church. But how much effort has been made by those in positions of
power – the majority – to encourage them to do so? Marginalization, exclusion, has not
brought out the best in people. It rarely does. Some have simply become weary of
participating in discussions in which they find themselves having to defend what they had
once assumed to be central to Anglicanism and indeed to the Christian faith. That is
something that I experienced myself towards the end of my twenty-five years in Church
House, Westminster. Others adopted from the outset a combative stance that I find difficult to
reconcile with the imitation of Christ to which we are called. In my judgement, such
behaviour has proved in any case to be wholly counterproductive.
The defeat of the Women Bishops Measure last November has undoubtedly soured things.
The legislation did not fail to secure the necessary two-thirds majority in the House of Laity
because of resistance to the introduction of women bishops. It failed because it would have
torn up the 1993 settlement that has been the basis of our life together these last 20 years,
replacing some of its elements with watered-down, insecure provisions and other elements
with no provision at all. It failed because a small number of honourable Synod members, not
themselves opposed to women’s ordination, exercised their responsibility to scrutinize the
legislation before them and found it to be not fit for purpose.


So much for my exercise in contemporary history. The rejection of the Women Bishops
Measure is just one of a number of recent developments that constitute something of a
watershed. I would like secondly, and much more briefly, to give some indications of where
we are in England now and how I see the way forward.
An earlier significant development was the erection in January 2011 of an Ordinariate within
the Roman Catholic Church for former Anglicans in England and Wales. That development
has been helpful, in that it has enabled the Catholic Movement within the Church of England
to re-group with a much greater unity of purpose. No longer does it comprise, alongside those
who hope for provisions that will enable them to stay in the Church of England, others who
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hope for a lack of provision to justify their leaving it. They have gone (though happily some
friendships abide), and we who are left are much more focused and united, and have a much
greater sense of common purpose, as a result.
A third important recent development is the choice of Justin Welby as Archbishop of
Canterbury. His experience of reconciliation is already informing discussions that aim to
identify a way forward whereby women bishops will be introduced not as a result of the
majority defeating the minority, but instead as part of a no doubt costly compromise that, like
the 1993 settlement, will enable us to live together with confidence and integrity. Whether
those conversations will deliver a solution remains to be seen. What is needed, it seems to
me, is prayer and openness to the Spirit – readiness for another quasi-pentecostal moment
like that in January 1993, when the bishops met in Manchester and, staring the possible
disintegration of our church in the face, were blessed with an experience of unity.
I want to stress that the Catholic Group in General Synod is not seeking to stop the ordination
of women as bishops; neither am I as Director of Forward in Faith. What I am fighting for is
that vision that I mentioned before, of a truly inclusive – and therefore authentically Anglican
– church: a church which not only rejoices in diversity but, in the words of the Act of Synod,
makes provision for its continuance. I am fighting to keep the Church of England broad and
tolerant, and in particular to enable those who hold to a traditional understanding of the
Church and its ministry and sacraments not just to remain with integrity, but to flourish.
My vision is one of positive engagement. The photo on the cover of the latest issue of The
Living Church is from the mass on 15 April at which I was commissioned for my new role. I
invited former colleagues, Synod members and friends from across the ecclesiastical
spectrum to the mass at which I was commissioned for my new role, and many of them came
– including half a dozen women priests. In his sermon on John Chapter 15 our Chairman (the
Bishop of Fulham, Jonathan Baker) said:
‘Forward in Faith… will continue to speak the truth in love about those issues which
exercise us, because of their impact, as we see it, on the unity and apostolicity of the
Church: we ask to be heard with an equal love; we further ask that, difficult as our
message is for some – including some whose presence we are so delighted by… – we
are judged by the best motives and intentions which can be construed from our
understanding of the common faith which unites us all in Christ and which we are all
called together to proclaim.’
In an appeal to the officers and members of Forward in Faith he added,
‘At every turn, we must abide in love. “You did not choose me, but I chose you.” The
Lord of the Church speaks these words to every disciple, not just those with whom we
happen to agree. Can we live by that, as we seek, guided by our new Director, to
prosper the work of Forward in Faith for a new generation?’
Twenty younger priests had been invited to concelebrate. One of them wrote to me
afterwards:
‘I’ve never been present at the celebration of the Eucharist with brothers and sisters
from right across the ecclesiological spectrum. I think your gift and your charism with
Forward in Faith will be to build bridges and familial bonds of love which in their
turn will provide the right forum and environment for honest engagement with the
issues which presently divide us.’
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I do indeed bring to my new role what I have received as a gift – a quarter century of
experience in Church House, working with people from across the spectrum of the Church of
England’s life. I hope that will enable me to build bridges between the movement to which I
am committed and the wider church, and help bridge the gap between groups that over these
last twenty years have become isolated from each other and developed separate lives.
Happily, I am by no means alone in the leadership of the Catholic Movement in having
experience of the wider Church of England at national level.
One thing that I have noticed on both sides of the ecclesiological divide is that people can be
quite hostile to those whom they only know from their public utterances and reputation. My
earlier work for Christian unity taught me that unity is fostered by personal engagement and
relationships, conversation and fellowship. Reaching out to people tends to bring out the best
in them. Many people you expect to dislike or disagree with become more likeable and less
disagreeable when you spend time working with them. And when they behave badly, as most
people do from time to time, one is more inclined to understand and to forgive.


I have offered you some recent church history (and it is important to remember that the
events of twenty years ago and their logic are not only history but are also unknown history
to many who now participate in discussions). And I have offered a little insight into where we
are in England now and how I believe we must go forward. Now, thirdly and finally (and
even more briefly still!), I would like to reflect more generally on how we live with
difference within the Body of Christ. Here I am thinking not just of church politics at the
international, national and diocesan levels, but also of the disputes that will inevitably
confront those of you who are graduating today in the parishes in which you will serve.
Having been brought up as a Cornish Methodist, I am at heart a simple Bible Christian (well,
some of the time, at least!). It seems to me that we need to look no further for guidance on
living with difference in the Body of Christ than to the New Testament itself. Here I am again
carrying coals to Nashotah, reminding us all of what we already know.
Some of what Our Lord says about life in the world is surely equally relevant to life within
the Church? ‘Blessed are the peacemakers’, he says (Matthew 5. 9). Does our intervention in
disputes tend to bring peace or intensify conflict? ‘Love your enemies’, he says, ‘and pray for
those who persecute you.’ (Matthew 5. 44) Do we love those in the Church with whom we
disagree? Do we pray for those who persecute and marginalize and exclude us?
In the same night that he was betrayed, Our Lord said to his disciples, ‘A new commandment
I give to you, that you love one another, even as I have loved you.’ That phrase in John 13
(John 13. 34-5) is repeated twice in Chapter 15; it is one of the main thoughts that Jesus left
with his followers: ‘This is my commandment’ – not that you love those fellow disciples with
whom you happen to agree, but ‘that you love one another as I have loved you’ (John15. 12
John15. 12).
Moreover, ‘By this everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one
another.’ (John 13. 35) Oh dear! On that basis we are failing in this present century in the
Anglican Communion – and, I fear, increasingly in the Church of England too – to do the
most basic thing that Our Lord told us would enable people out there to recognize that we are
his followers. Years have been spent formulating a Covenant setting out how we are going to
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live together – a good and necessary thing, but completely useless if it isn’t built on a
foundation of mutual love within Christ’s Body. The failure of our Anglican Communion
(and perhaps also the failure of the Episcopal Church?) has been a failure of love. I hope and
pray that we in the Church of England can learn the lessons from those failures before it is
too late.
If we want more detailed advice, we can turn to Paul’s letters to those first churches in Rome
and Corinth and Colossae, to the Letter to the Ephesians and the First Letter of John. We are
to ‘pursue what makes for peace and for mutual edification’ (Romans 14. 19), to ‘bear with
one another in love, making every effort to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of
peace’ (Ephesians 4. 2-3), ‘and, if anyone has a complaint against another, [to] forgive each
other’ (Colossians 3. 13). ‘Love is patient and kind… it is not arrogant or rude. Love does not
insist on its own way; it is not irritable or resentful.’ (1 Corinthians 13. 4-5) ‘He who says he
is in the light and hates his brother is in the darkness still.’ (1 John 2. 8)
When I listen to those in the Anglican Communion who stand up for what they believe to be
‘biblical standards’, and also to those who proclaim the ‘gospel of inclusion’ they believe is
implicit in the Scriptures, all too often I miss that note of love. For all I know, they may
indeed love those whom they are attacking, but they offer me no evidence to support such a
supposition. And when I look at some would-be Anglican websites and blogs, conservative
and liberal, in this country and in England, the anger, bile and sheer nastiness that I often find
there appals me. How those concerned can convince themselves that they write in the service
of the Prince of Peace, who taught us to love our enemies, I cannot imagine. I sometimes
wonder how recently they have read the Scriptures they purport to defend. And when I hear
Christian priests using derogatory language of other ministers of the Gospel, my lay heart
grieves.
But it is easy to point the finger. For every finger we point there are three pointing back at
ourselves. How often has my anger at the unfairness and deviousness that I see in my own
church led me into uncharitableness? How often have I responded to wickedness in the
Church by hating the sinner as well as the sin? If we are to restore Christian charity to the
Church, that restoration can only begin with us: charity does – or should – begin at home.
Sometimes, to be honest, it’s a bit of a tall order. It isn’t easy to love those who behave so
badly, those who want to drive us out from the Church we love, those who exclude in the
name of inclusion. Then all we can do is pray: pray that God will give us as his gift that
which we are unable to bring forth by our own efforts:
O Lord, who hast taught us that all our doings without charity are nothing worth;
Send thy Holy Ghost, and pour into our hearts that most excellent gift of charity,
the very bond of peace and of all virtues,
without which whosoever liveth is counted dead before thee:
Grant this for thine only Son Jesus Christ’s sake.’
Amen.6
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